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Six Sigma and Beyond: Statistics and Probability, Volume IIICRC Press, 2002
This text explains the tools of statistics and how to apply them effectively to improve processes and profitability in an organization, and also delineates the importance of collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data.

Researchers and professionals in all walks of life need to use the many tools offered by the statistical world, but...
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Design on the Edge: The Making of a High-Performance BuildingMIT Press, 2006
This is the story of a small building in Ohio that was one of the first, if not the first, substantially green or high-performance buildings on a college campus. It spans the decade between 1995 and 2005. In that time, Americans impeached a president, balanced the federal budget and then unbalanced it again, witnessed the largest corporate...
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A Bug Hunter's Diary: A Guided Tour Through the Wilds of Software SecurityNo Starch Press, 2011

	
	
		Welcome to A Bug Hunter’s Diary. This book describes the life cycles of
	
		seven interesting, real-life software security vulnerabilities I found over
	
		the past several years. Each chapter focuses on one bug. I’ll explain
	
		how I found the bug, the steps I took to exploit it, and how the vendor...
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Prevention of Blindness from Diabetes Mellitus: Report of a WHO ConsultationWorld Health Organization, 2006

	Diabetes mellitus is an important public health problem worldwide, and more than 75% of patients who have had diabetes mellitus for more than 20 years will have some sort of retinopathy. Diabetic retinopathy correlates with the duration of diabetes; thus with increasing life expectancy, diabetic retinopathy and the ensuing blindness will tend...
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Prevention of Allergy and Allergic Asthma (Chemical Immunology and Allergy)Karger, 2004

	In the western world, the prevalence of allergy and asthma has increased two- to threefold over the last 40 years and has reached epidemic proportions. This book represents the first complete document containing recommendations on the prevention of allergy and allergic asthma based on the current understanding of the immunological mechanisms...
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Building an On Demand Computing Environment with IBM : How to Optimize Your Current Infrastructure for Today and TomorrowMaximum Press, 2004
This author describes the three components of the on  demand business model so you can understand how your business can benefit and  how you can evolve your current computing infrastructure to achieve the  flexibility vital to this era.

In October 2002, IBM launched a new corporate-wide strategy called...
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System-on-a-Chip: Design and TestArtech House Publishers, 2000
This project started as an interim report. The purpose was to communicate
to various groups within Advantest about the main issues for system-on-achip
(SoC) design and testing and the common industrial practices. Over
one year’s time, a number of people contributed in various capacities to complete
this report.
...
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MEL Scripting for Maya Animators, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Trying to learn Maya programming from the documentation can be daunting whether or not you are a programmer. The first edition of MEL Scripting for Maya Animators earned the reputation as the best introductory book on MEL, Mayas scripting language. Now fully revised and updated, the second edition also includes new features, such as a...
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Twitterville: How Businesses Can Thrive in the New Global NeighborhoodsPortfolio Hardcover, 2009

	Twitter is the most rapidly adopted communication tool in history, going from zero to ten million users in just over two years. On Twitter, word can spread faster than wildfire. Companies no longer have the option of ignoring the conversation.

	

	Unlike other hot social media spaces, Twitterville is dominated by professionals,...
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Product-Focused Software Process Improvement: 12th International Conference, PROFES 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the PROFES Organizing Committee we are proud to present the
	proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Product-Focused Software
	Process Improvement (PROFES 2011), held in Torre Canne, Italy. Since 1999
	PROFES has grown in the software engineering community and has become a
	premium conference that brings together...
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Classification of Services in the Digital EconomySpringer, 2012

	The classification of services in the digital economy proves critical for doing business, but it appears to be a particularly complex regulatory matter that is based upon a manifold set of issues. In the context of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), when the services classification scheme was drafted in the early 1990s,...
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The Art of Agile DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2007

	The Art of Agile Development contains practical guidance for anyone considering or applying agile development for building valuable software. Plenty of books describe what agile development is or why it helps software projects succeed, but very few combine information for developers, managers, testers, and customers into a single...
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